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A vital guide to the frontlines of our fight against climate change and the scientific and technological innovations that will
revolutionize the world. The United States’ accelerated plans to combat the existential threat of climate change finally give reason
to hope. In Our Livable World, research specialist and author Marc Schaus explores the incredible new green innovations in
science and engineering that can allow us to avoid the worst repercussions of global warming as we work to usher in a
sustainable, livable world. To beat a challenge the size of climate change, our solutions will have to be ambitious: solar thermal
cells capable of storing energy long after the sun goes down, “smart highways” designed to charge your vehicle as you drive,
indoor vertical farms automated to maximize crop growth with no pesticides, bioluminescent vines ready to one day replace our
streetlights, jet fuel created from landfill trash—and next-generation carbon capture techniques to remove the emissions we have
already released over the past several decades. Far from the geoengineering schemes of cli-fi action thrillers, real solutions are
being developed, right this moment. Our Livable World features interviews with the innovators, real talk on the revolutionary
technology, and a clear picture of a cleaner planet in the future. “An important book that shows the dawn of a new kind of
environmental movement?an age where we invest in deeply creative and fascinating technical solutions that work in harmony with
the Earth. Marc Schaus lays out the exciting future of environmental innovation before us.” —Katie Patrick, author of How to Save
the World
Modern projects are all about one group of people delivering benefits to others, so it's no surprise that the human element is
fundamental to project management. The Gower Handbook of People in Project Management is a complete guide to the human
dimensions involved in projects. The book is a unique and rich compilation of over 60 chapters about project management roles
and the people who sponsor, manage, deliver, work in or are otherwise important to project success. It looks at the people-issues
that are specific to different sectors of organization (public, private and third sector); the organization of people in projects, both
real and virtual; the relationship between people, their roles and the project environment; and the human behaviours and skills
associated with working collaboratively. Thus this comprehensive and innovative handbook discusses all the important topics
associated with employing, developing and managing people for successful projects. The contributors have been drawn from
around the world and include experts ranging from practising managers to academics and advanced researchers. The Handbook
is divided into six parts, which begin with management and project organization and progress through to more advanced and
emerging practices. It benefits hugely from Lindsay Scott’s expert knowledge and experience in this field and from Dennis Lock’s
contributions and meticulous editing to ensure that the text and illustrations are always lucid and informative.
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Susan Tate Ankeny was sorting through the belongings of her late father—a World War II veteran bombardier who had bailed from
a burning B-17 over Nazi-occupied France in 1944—when she found two boxes. One contained her dad’s Air Force uniform, and
the other an unfinished memoir, stacks of envelopes, black-and-white photographs, mission reports, dog tags, and the fake identity
cards he used in his escape. Ankeny spent more than a decade from that moment tracking down letter writers, their loved ones,
and anyone who had played a role in her father's story, culminating in a trip to France where she retraced his path with the same
people who had guided him more than sixty years ago. The result is an amazing, multifaceted World War II tale—perhaps one of
the last of its kind to be enriched by an author’s interviews with participants. It traces the transformation of a small-town American
boy into a bombardier, the thrill and chaos of an air war, and the horror of bailing from a flaming aircraft over enemy territory. And it
distinguishes the actions of a little-known French resistance network for Allied airmen known as Shelburne while shining a light on
the heroism of a teenage girl—Godelieve Van Laere—who saved the fallen Lieutenant Dean Tate, risking her life and forging a
friendship that would last into a new century.
The rise and fall of the man who cracked Prohibition to become one of the world’s richest criminal masterminds—and helped
inspire The Great Gatsby. Love, murder, political intrigue, mountains of cash, and rivers of bourbon…The tale of George Remus is
a grand spectacle and a lens into the dark heart of Prohibition. Yes, Congress gave teeth to Prohibition in October, 1919, but the
law didn’t stop George Remus from amassing a fortune that would be worth billions of dollars today. As one Jazz Age journalist
put it, “Remus was to bootlegging what Rockefeller was to oil.” Author Bob Batchelor breathes life into the largest bootlegging
operation in America—greater than that of Al Capone—and a man considered the best criminal defense lawyer of his era. Remus
bought an empire of distilleries on Kentucky’s “Bourbon Trail” and used his other profession, as a pharmacist, to profit off legal
loopholes. He spent millions bribing officials in the Harding Administration, and he created a roaring lifestyle that epitomized the
Jazz Age over which he ruled. That is, before he came crashing down in one of the most sensational murder cases in American
history: a cheating wife, the G-man who seduced her and put Remus in jail, and the plunder of a Bourbon Empire. Remus
murdered his wife in cold-blood and then shocked a nation winning his freedom based on a condition he invented—temporary
maniacal insanity. “The fantastic story of George Remus makes the rest of the “Roaring Twenties” look like the “Boring
Twenties” in comparison.” ?David Pietrusza, author of 1920: The Year of the Six Presidents
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Modern Mandarin Chinese Grammar Workbook is a book of exercises and language tasks for all learners of Mandarin Chinese. Divided into
two sections, the Workbook initially provides exercises based on essential grammatical structures, and moves on to practice everyday
functions such as making introductions, apologizing and expressing needs. With an extensive answer key at the back to enable students to
check on their progress, main features include: exercises at various levels of challenge for a broad range of learners cross-referencing to the
related Modern Mandarin Chinese Grammar a comprehensive index to exercises alphabetically arranged in terms of structures, functions,
and key Chinese structure vocabulary. This second edition also offers a revised and expanded selection of exercises including new taskbased exercises. Modern Mandarin Chinese Grammar Workbook is ideal for all learners of Mandarin Chinese, from beginner to intermediate
and advanced students. It can be used both independently and alongside the Modern Mandarin Chinese Grammar (978-0-415-82714-0),
which is also published by Routledge.
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A memoir by the mustachioed baseball pitcher who went playing rocky, trash-ridden fields in Castro’s Cuba to becoming
a Boston Red Sox legend. Luis Tiant is one of the most charismatic and accomplished players in Boston Red Sox and
Major League Baseball history. With a barrel-chested physique and a Fu Manchu mustache, Tiant may not have looked
like the lean, sculpted aces he usually played against, but nobody was a tougher competitor on the diamond, and few
were as successful. There may be no more qualified twentieth-century pitcher not yet enshrined in the National Baseball
Hall of Fame. His big-league dreams came at a price: racism in the Deep South and the Boston suburbs, and nearly
fifteen years separated from a family held captive in Castro’s Cuba. But baseball also delivered World Series stardom
and a heroic return to his island home after close to a half-century of forced exile. The man whose name—“El Tiante”
—became a Fenway Park battle cry has never fully shared his tale in his own words, until now. In Son of Havana, Tiant
puts his heart on his sleeve and describes his road from torn-up fields in Havana to the pristine lawns of major league
ballparks. Readers will share Tiant’s pride when appeals by a pair of US senators to baseball-fanatic Castro secure
freedom for Luis’s parents to fly to Boston and witness the 1975 World Series glory of their child. And readers will join
the big-league ballplayers for their spring 2016 exhibition game in Havana, when Tiant—a living link to the earliest,
scariest days of the Castro regime—threw out the first pitch.
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